We invite you to experience a truly authentic adventure, jettisoning your cares in favour of the breathtakingly wild Canadian landscape. Like distinct individuals, each of our exquisite lodges embodies the essence of Western Canada. Join us in our family owned, eco-friendly, sustainable properties. Steeped in history and rich beauty, we can offer you secluded locations, unparalleled accommodation, superb cuisine, and the story of a lifetime!

WWW.MAGNIFICENT.ca
Nimmo Bay Wilderness Resort

Located in the wild playground of the Great Bear Rainforest, Nimmo offers nine spacious-yet-cozy cabins. Set amongst breathtaking views of the surrounding bay, this is an exclusive fly-fishing and wilderness adventure destination. Founded more than 35 years ago, the resort customizes exciting itineraries to match anyone’s wildest desires.

Tweedsmuir Park Lodge

Home to extraordinary biodiversity and unparalleled beauty, the Bella Coola Valley is BC’s best kept secret. Established in 1929, Tweedsmuir Park Lodge is a classic Canadian wilderness resort located in the Great Bear Rainforest and is the ideal base for wildlife adventures including grizzly bear viewing, fly-fishing and heli-hiking. The lodge is surrounded by the majestic Coast Range mountains and rivers teeming with fish.

Siwash Lake Wilderness Resort

Experience safari-inspired ‘Glamping’ accommodations in magnificent Cariboo country or choose between an authentic barn loft and ranch house suite. Savour organic food grown on site or foraged from the forest. Discover the stunning landscapes of BC’s rugged heartland, enjoying action-packed adventures and horse riding to your heart’s desire, amid 80,000 acres of untamed wilderness.

Pacific Yellowfin

This antique wooden beauty exudes adventure and excitement. Launched in Maine in 1943 as a US Army mine layer, the Pacific Yellowfin has been lovingly restored and boasts two luxurious staterooms and two cabins. Captain Colin offers unique itineraries on the BC Coast. It is just like having your own private floating wilderness lodge complete with all the toys imaginable!

Bella Coola Heli Sports

Ski amongst towering rugged peaks, dramatic glaciers, gladed tree runs, and giant alpine bowls. Experience pristine powder in the most stunning terrain imaginable! Our expert team will safely guide you on the small group heli-ski adventure of a lifetime. And at the end of the day return back to our luxurious lodge for the ultimate in pampering!

Churchill Wild

Churchill Wild is the only safari company on the planet specializing in ground level hiking through the polar bear inhabited remote regions of Arctic Canada. These all-inclusive safaris take place on the coast of Hudson Bay where guests enjoy incredible opportunities for close encounters with polar bears, beluga whales, caribou, wolves and other Arctic wildlife.

Visit one lodge or string together the pearls of the Magnificent 7 with a multi-resort itinerary...

www.magnificent7.ca